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 Paul Christesen - Ζ ara Torlone

 Ex omnibus in unum, nec hoc nec illudi
 Genre in Petronius

 1. Introduction

 The Satyricon resists simple generic characterization; Petro-
 nius' use of linguistic and thematic éléments drawn from a do-
 zen or more genres makes it very difficult indeed to assign
 this work to any of thè canonical Greco-Roman literary caté-
 gories. Although associated in thè past with Menippean Sa-
 tire, Petronius' work is now commonly described as an an-
 cient novel. The primary reason for this identification lies in
 thè fact that thè extant examples of extended prose fiction
 such as thè Greek novels or Àpuleius' Métamorphoses, with
 their use of language and plot éléments drawn from multiple
 genres, bear what appears to be a strong resemblance to thè
 Satyricon. We would argue that this line of interprétation
 tends to misconstrue both Petronius' use of genre and thè li-
 terary background of his work and that any attempt to assign
 thè Satyricon to a single genre is inherently erroneous and po-
 tentially misleading1.

 Petronius was heir to a Roman literary tradition which pri-
 vileged expérimentation with and mixing of genres inherited
 from thè Greeks. In writing thè Satyricon Petronius took thè
 habit of mixing genres to one logicai extreme by building thè
 entire narrative around jarring generic juxtapositions and by

 1. The authors would like to thank Kathleen McCarthy, Steven Nimis, James
 Tatum, and James Zetzel for reading and commenting upon earlier versions of
 this article. All errors are thè responsibility of thè authors.

 AH quotations from thè Satyricon are based on thè text printed in thè fourth
 édition (1995) of Konrad Mueller's Satyricon Reliquiae in thè Teubner séries. All
 quotations from thè Apocolocyntosis are based on thè text printed in P.T. Eden's
 Cambridge commentary (1984). Both Mueller's and Eden's texts have been sli-
 ghtly modified (by thè addition of quotation marks and capital letters at sentence
 beginnings) for thè convenience of thè reader. Ali références to modern sources
 are given by author's last name and year of publication. Füll bibliographie infor-
 mation is provided at the end of the article.
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 136 Paul Christesen - Zara Tortone

 exploiting those juxtapositions for comic effect. The mixing of
 genres is not, as in other pièces of extended prose fiction, an
 incidental feature of thè Satyricon, but in a sense thè very rea-
 son for its existence. As Gian Biagio Conte has noted, «...thè
 chief purpose of this text is precisely thè accumulation of lan-
 guages, thè grafting of one genre upon another, thè inexhau-
 stible contamination of différent literary forms» (1996, 141).
 The overall plot design of thè Satyricon, thè order and lan-
 guage of individuai éléments of thè narrative and thè internai
 détails of each scene are repeatedly used to evoke a particular
 genre, which is immediately juxtaposed with one or more ra-
 dically différent literary forms. Continuity of plot, character
 development and consistency of tone and style are ali sacrifi-
 ced to this end. Rather than being characterized by a strong
 thread of continuous narrative, Petronius' work is more accu-
 rately described as highly episodic, another trait common to
 thè Roman narrative tradition which Petronius inherited.

 The Satyricon should, therefore, be read against thè bac-
 kground of thè Roman literary tradition of thè early Empire,
 with its fondness for thè transgression of generic boundaries
 and its evident résistance to producing continuous narrative.
 Petronius' work is a purposefully constructed generic mon-
 strosity, a multi-layered fusion of éléments drawn from a
 large number of highly divergent literary forms which are
 combined and re-combined in order to surprise, delight and
 entertain an educated Roman audience highly attuned to thè
 subtleties of genre. It is, to use Trimalchio's words, ex omni-
 bus in unum, nec hoc nec illud (50.7).
 Because of thè interpénétration of medium and message

 which is characteristic of Greco-Roman literature, new per-
 spectives on thè use of genre in Petronius' work hâve impor-
 tant ramifications for our understanding of the larger patterns
 of meaning in the Satyricon. Separating the Satyricon from the
 ancient novel and re-locating it within a Roman literary tradi-
 tion of genre mixing clarifies many of the imperatives shaping
 the Satyricon and suggests that claims about realism in Petro-
 nius' work must be treated with caution.

 The text which follows is divided into four parts: a brief
 treatment of the définition and view of genre used in this es-
 say, a review of the history of generic expérimentation in Ro-
 man literature, a detailed examination of the use of genre in
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 Genre in Petronius 137

 the Satyricon, and a reconsideration of the identification of
 the Satyricon as an ancient novel.

 2. Genre

 Any discussion of genre in the Satyricon is based upon the as-
 sumption that genre is a useful way of approaching Petronius'
 work. While the importance of genre in the Greco-Roman li-
 terary tradition remains largely beyond dispute, the définition
 of genre, the ways in which genre was used and manipulated
 by authors working in that tradition, and thè fashion in which
 genre can best be employed as a category of analysis are the
 subject of a vigorous, continuing debate. Although the com-
 plexity of that debate makes a füll review impossible hère, it is
 necessary to outline the view of genre which underpins the
 analysis contained in this essay.

 The présent analysis relies heavily on an understanding of
 genre which is most closely associated with G.B. Conte, who
 has argued that genres should be viewed not as prescriptions
 which an author mechanistically fulfills, but as a set of struc-
 tured relations and a compositional strategy2. Insofar as ge-
 nres are a set of structured relations, individuai characteristics
 (such as a type of vocabulary) do not have meaning in and of
 themselves, but only in their use alongside a set of associated
 characteristics which together comprise a distinct and reco-
 gnizable literary category. Conte puts it nicely when he writes
 that «the single élément must enter into constellation with
 others if it is to be transvalued and redefined - until it, too, is
 able to connote, by its présence, the présence of the whole ge-
 nre» (1994a, 108).

 This perspective on genre stands in contrast to much of the
 earlier work on Latin literature in which the characteristics of

 each text are enumerated and then compared to a list of 'cano-
 nical' features to establish the work's place in a rigid System
 of literary expression3. As Conte points out, a more nuanced
 understanding of the présence and interaction of spécifie cha-

 2. Conte's approach is most succinctly summarized in Genres and Readers,
 105-128.

 3. A good example of this earlier work is Rose 1936.
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 racteristics is required. The System of genres should be under-
 stood as a flexible yet stili cohérent and recognizable (to au-
 thors and readers, both ancient and modern) System of orga-
 nizing expression.
 This is where Conte's view of genres as compositional stra-

 tégies becomes important. In order for genre to function ef-
 fectively, author and audience must share a familiarity with
 thè structural characteristics of thè generic System within
 which both operate. Charles Segai brings this out succinctly
 in discussing Conte's work on genre: «genre is a medium of
 literary communication [... ] in cultures like thè Greco-Ro-
 man that have strongly defined literary traditions and there-
 fore literary compétences to connect author and audience in a
 common frame of référence» (1994, xiii).
 A criticai corollary of this view of genre is that a common

 frame of référence expects a particular kind of response from
 thè reader4. Authors communicate meaning and invite a parti-
 cular kind of response to their work in large part (but by no
 means exclusively) through conscious manipulation of an
 inherited System of genres. The meaning of a text produced in
 a literary tradition with a strong sensé of genre is inséparable
 from thè generic qualities of thè text.
 The necessary conclusion is that interprétations of Petro-

 nius' work should be grounded in an understanding of his use
 of genre. The désignation of thè Satyricon as Menippean satire
 or novel is therefore not merely a matter of simple descrip-
 tion. To propose a generic label for thè Satyricon is simultane-
 ously to suggest something important about thè meaning of
 thè work.

 3. Generic expérimentation in Roman literature

 In order fully to understand thè use of genre in thè Satyricon,
 Petronius' work should be read as part of a long-established,

 4. Conte argues that «genres, imply a response, an addressee as an integral
 pan of their own functioning, a precise addressee recognizable in the very form
 of the text» (1994a, 112). As might be expected, Conte also suggests (1994a, 117)
 that ancient readers were deeply concerned with questions of genre. For a more
 generai treatment of reader-response criticism, see Tompkins 1980.
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 specifically Roman, tradition of generic expérimentation.
 Educateci Romans were for the most part taught Greek lan-
 guage and literature at an early âge and were intimately fami-
 liär with the generic catégories which exercised such an im-
 portant influence on Greek prose and poetry5. Roman au-
 thors, however, displayed considérable independence in this
 regard, and their work demonstrates a continuing interest in
 creative manipulation and fréquent transgression of the Greek
 System of genres. Expérimentation with the mixing of genres
 was a defining feature of Roman literature almost from its
 inception.

 One might even say that most Roman writers never felt
 comfortable following the rigid generic framework inherited
 from the Greeks. Horace's compositional prescription in the
 Ars Poetica (ν. 86), descriptas servare vices operumque colores,
 was consistently violated by almost every Roman writer in-
 cluding Horace himself. A complete examination of this com-
 positional strategy is neither possible nor necessary in the
 présent context. À brief review of some of the more salient
 examples is sufficient for the purposes of the argument articu-
 lated hère. In the interests of brevity and simplicity we will
 concentrate on the Augustan period. It should be explicitly
 noted, however, that thè texts cited below are représentative
 of a use of genre which is noticeable in some of the earliest
 pièces of Roman literature, e.g., in Plautus, and which conti-
 nues well past the time of Petronius.

 The most common form of generic expérimentation within
 Roman literature involved building a literary work around
 one genre and inserting éléments from one or two other ge-
 nres. Vergil's use of elegiac discourse in the Eclogues is one
 obvious example, but the Aeneid is equally illuminating in
 this context. A long interpretive tradition, stretching back to
 Richard Heinze and continuing up to the présent in the work
 of scholars such as J.E.G. Zetzel, has viewed the Aeneid as a

 5. This point is thoroughly discusseci by Bakhtin, most succinctly in Dialogic
 Imagination, 61-68. The Roman literary tradition is treated in generai terms in
 Williams 1968. On generic expérimentation in Roman literature see Kroll 1973;
 Zetzel 1983; Most 2000. Most describes the Roman use of the literary forms
 inherited from the Greeks as «the use and abuse of genre» (15). For the connec-
 tion between the Roman literary tradition and Roman life, see Fantham
 1996.
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 product of literary innovation achieved through permutation
 and hybridization of familiär generic éléments.6 This is pe-
 rhaps most apparent in Book IV, in which dactylic hexameter
 préserves thè form of thè epic narrative, while thè subject
 matter and frequency of dialogues and speeches introduce
 characteristic éléments of tragedy. Zetzel writes that, «In its
 emphasis on thè psychology of Dido, it bears a close resem-
 blance both to Euripidean tragedy - particularly thè Medea
 and thè Hippolytus - and to Hellenistic rather than archaic
 epic [...]. What is more, by ref erring to thè theater and to thè
 subjects of Euripidean tragedy, Virgil deliberately points out
 to thè reader that he is mixing tragedy with epic» (1983, 86).
 Although Book IV is thè most obvious example of genre mi-
 xing in thè Aeneidy there are numerous other instances, thè re-
 sult of which is that thè Aeneid clearly stands apart from thè
 epic tradition as we know it from Homer and even thè
 Argonautica7.
 The practice of generic hybridization is apparent in other

 works of thè Augustan era, especially in later contemporaries
 of Vergil. Horace's Odes can be viewed as an «altération of
 his alleged modeis» (Zetzel 1983, 87). Throughout thè Odes
 Horace claims to imitate closely the Greek lyric poets. This
 claim, however, is the beginning of a familiär game: the expec-
 tation of a known genre only highlights Horace's non-cano-
 nical adaptation of his exemplars, such as Alcaeus in Odes
 1.22 and 1.378.

 Other instances of generic manipulation that stand out in
 the Roman poetic tradition are Ovid's Ars Amatoria and He-
 roides. The former is an unprecedented example of the hybri-
 dization of didactic poetry and love elegy. In the Heroides,
 Ovid uses the elegiac model as a form within which he intro-
 duces the narrative material of epic and tragedy. The fourth
 book of Propertius' élégies (aetiological poetry with prévalent
 elegiac thèmes) provides still another example of genre mixing
 in Augustan poetry9.

 6. On this subject, see Heinze 1999; Poschl 1962; Zetzel 1983.
 7. On the Argonautica, see Beye 1982.
 8. On this point, see Nisbet-Hubbard 1970.
 9. For Ovid's work, see Holzberg 1997. On Propertius, see Commager 1974;
 M. Hubbard 1974 and now Janan 2001. During the period stretching from the
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 Roman prose offers fewer immediately evident examples of
 generic expérimentation than Roman poetry. There is a good
 reason for this: Greek poetic genres were more rigorously de-
 fined than prose genres because metrical structure was closely
 linked to the définition of genre. As Conte notes in Genres
 and Readers, «genre behaves like an 'invitation to take on a
 form', discourse agrées to accept that form and is structured
 by it» (1994a, 36). As a resuit of this agreement of form and
 content, the distortion of this union becomes immediately re-
 cognizable in Roman poetry. In the absence of meter, the ana-
 lysis of generic mixing becomes a more complex process. Ge-
 neric innovations that occur in Roman prose literature thus
 require close examination.
 This is not to say that genre mixing does not occur in Ro-
 man prose. Quite the contrary. Among the extant examples
 are Velleius Paterculus and Quintus Curtius Rufus10. The Hi-
 storiae of the former are anything but a dry historical account;
 the narrative has a lively, easy to read episodic movement and
 at times history is transformed into panegyric. In the hands of
 the latter the Historiae Alexandri Magni becomes a story of
 romande épisodes, exotic landscapes, and scènes heavy with
 emotional coloring. Apuleius' Métamorphoses and Seneca's
 Apocolocyntosis can be counted as other, later instances and
 will be discussed in greater détail below.
 One of the more striking features of Roman generic mixing

 was the ability of Roman authors to manipulate pre-existing
 connotations attached to spécifie generic features in a number
 of différent ways. In some cases features from différent yet si-
 milar genres were combined. The intermingling of epic and
 tragedy in the Aeneidy both of which deal with myth and with
 universal thèmes and both of which belong to the realm of so-
 called 'high' genres, has already been touched on.

 beginning of Tiberius' principate to the accession of Nero, generic expérimenta-
 tion continuée! much as before, though with two différences. The éléments inser-
 ted into the main generic framework tended to be drawn from the minor genres
 (such as epyllia or astronomical poetry), and those insertions frequently served
 to lighten the narrative.

 10. The date of Quintus Curtius Rufus' work remains a matter of considérable
 dispute. The opinio communior is that Rufus' writing falls under the reign of
 Claudius, shortly after the death of Caligula. On this subject, see Conte 1994b,
 383.
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 In other cases features from strongly opposed genres were
 combined in ways which make it clear that the author was
 making conscious use of the tensions resulting from the mer-
 ging of divergent forms of literary expression. Ovid, for
 example, was fond of mixing genres that are incongruous with
 each other and creating a tension in the mind of the reader
 who expects to see one thing and is faced with something
 completely différent. The mixture of epic and love elegy or of
 tragedy and love elegy, in thè eyes of a Greek author, might
 hâve been a Minotaur about to devour the act of création. The

 Ars Amatoria, which teaches the strategy of séduction in the
 same didactic tone which Aratus and Lucretius used to nar-

 rate their scientific and philosophical views, is certainly a
 combination that completely distorts the ancestor of ail
 Greco-Roman didactic poetry, the Works and Days.

 Ovid, however, did not invent this kind of consciously iro-
 nie generic manipulation. Roman authors were influenced not
 so much by the Greece of Homer or Alcaeus, as by the Ale-
 xandrian school with its fondness for poetic expérimentation.
 This expérimentation included the combination of previously
 separate and divergent genres. Roman authors extended the
 practice started by the Alexandrians. In thè E dogue s, for
 example, Vergil revisits Theocritus' pastoral. In so doing he
 essentially rewrites thè Alexandrian poet in a Roman vein of
 generic hybridization by introducing elegiac discourse into
 pastoral11. What was révolu tionary about VergiPs contribu-
 tion was the invention of a new poetic landscape where rus
 and urbsy formerly distinct entities, easily intermingled. Pro-
 pertius continued this habit of mixing the previously unmixa-
 ble in his fourth book of élégies in which he combines aetia
 with lover's elegiac discourse familiär to us from his Monobi-
 blosu.

 What is remarkable about the hybridization of genre prac-

 11. It is possible that Vergil also alludes directly to the elegiac discourse of
 Gallus, thus introducing two known and well-established literary works belon-
 ging to différent genres into a single piece of poetry. On this point, see Ross
 1975, 39-50 and 85-106.

 12. Roman historiography exhibits this same tendency towards dramatic genre
 mixing. Tacitus' narration of Agrippina's death at thè hands of Nero, for exam-
 ple, has more than a touch of Senecan tragedy about it. On the issue of urbs in
 elegiac discourse, see Conte 1994a, 35-65.
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 ticed by Roman writers is the cohérence of the final product.
 Both those works which mixed similar genres and those
 which Inixed divergent forms of literary expression stand on
 their own as completely finished and cohesive literary arti-
 facts. Yet characterizing these works in terms of genre re-
 mains a difficult proposition. One approach is to describe
 them as hybrids, which is to emphasize the reliance of Roman
 authors on their Greek predecessors. Another approach is to
 view the combination of features from disparate genres and
 the addition of uniquely Roman traits as the création of new
 constellations of generic features, of new sets of structured re-
 lationships between those generic features, and hence of new
 genres13. The latter présents a more positive, more creative
 view of the work of Roman authors.

 The desire and perhaps even need for a peculiarly Roman
 form of literary expression is understandable as is the décision
 to build upon the generic System inherited from the Greeks.
 For an educated Roman audience highly attuned to genre as
 deployed by Greek authors, new forms of expression could
 most easily (and perhaps only) be created by making liberai
 use of recognizable generic éléments14.

 4. The use of genre in the Satyricon

 The understanding of the use of genre in the Satyricon which
 is articulated hère takes as its starting point the following ob-
 servations of Froma Zeitlin:

 In descriptive terms, the Satyricon belongs to no traditional classical
 genre; it contains éléments from many and varied genres in prose
 and poetry. It has affinities with epic, with the Reiseroman, with ro-
 mance, with formai satire (both Lucilian and Menippean), with the
 Milesian tale, and with the mime, among others. It may use or abuse
 éléments from ali these genres, but it has metamorphosed this blend

 13. On this question, see the discussion and bibliography in Conte 1994a, 105-
 128 and Russell 1979.

 14. In this context it may be helpful to recali Frank Kermode's observation that
 «...novelty in the arts is either communication or noise. If it is noise there is no
 more to say about it. If it is communication it is inescapably related to something
 older than itself» (1967, 102).
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 of genres into something singular, a «unique hybrid», as it has been
 called. The absence of any one traditional category into which thè
 Satyricon can comfortably be fit might then be taken, paradoxically,
 as a salient descriptive quality of thè work. Its guiding principle
 seems to be an incongruous, unexpected juxtaposition or fusion of
 genres, undertaken with thè deliberate intention of defeating thè
 expectations of an audience accustomed, far more than we, to an or-
 ganizing literary form.

 (1971, 635)

 Zeitlin's desire to read thè Satyricon as a satirical attack on
 Roman society as a whole and her understanding of genre as
 social institution led her to focus less on thè literary implica-
 tions of Petronius' style than on its connections to Petronius'
 worldview15. The interprétation of thè Satyricon laid out in thè
 présent article pursues in much greater détail notions of thè
 use of genre which Zeitlin touches upon but does not consi-
 der at any length.

 Daniel Seiden has recently pursued a line of analysis which
 bears a strong resemblance to that of Zeitlin but reaches a
 very différent conclusion, that «...Petronius has taken a popu-
 lär type of Semitic-Oriental narrative, itself based on princi-
 ples of hybridization, and infused it with a farrago of Greek
 and Roman genres» (1994, 42). Seiden présents no substantial
 évidence to support the postulated connection between the
 Satyricon and non-Greco-Roman literature, and in fairness it
 should be noted that this point is not central to Selden's argu-
 ment as a whole. Our view of Petronius' work differs sharply
 from Seiden in that we see the Satyricon as an organic part of
 the Roman literary tradition and would insist that it must be
 interpreted in this light.

 More recently Catherine Connors has argued that «it must
 remain an open question whether one particular generic frame

 15. «The purpose of this paper, then, is to take an approach to the Satyricon
 that accepts its paradoxes, its inconsistencies, its ambiguities, its absurdities, and
 its incongruities as integrai emblems of a world-view that expresses a consistent
 vision of disintegration through the inter-relationship of form and content» (Zei-
 tlin 1971, 633). «The theory of genres, viewed as an institution of society,
 upholds the orderly status quo through its formai ordered structure. By its con-
 tents, it also lends support to the ideals of that society. It may then be legitimate
 to regard Petronius1 rejection of its tenets as an implicit rejection of other larger
 institutions and their idéologies» (1971, 638).
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 would dominate over others in thè Satyricon» (1998, 18).
 Connors focuses her attention on producing close readings of
 thè poetry in thè Satyricon, particularly in regard to the rela-
 tionship of juxtaposed prose and verse. She examines Petro-
 nius' use of epic parody, his habit of breaking up long, eleva-
 ted sections of prose with brief, less elevated verse, the Troiae
 Halosis, and thè Bellum Civile. Connors, like Zeitlin, is
 clearly aware of at least some of the unique aspects of genre
 mixing in which Petronius engages but does not explore this
 issue in détail.

 G.B. Conte's extensive work on genre in generai and Petro-
 nius in particular is something of a special case. It need hardly
 be said that Conte's discussions of genre in Roman literature
 are seminai, and in places he évinces a clear awareness of the
 generic complexities in the Satyricon. Yet he, like Zeitlin and
 Connors, does not examine at any length thè fashion in which
 Petronius deploys genre in the Satyricon.

 The analysis undertaken in this essay suggests that thè use
 of genre in the Satyricon is both distinctive and significant.
 The highly structured, thoroughly integrated character of the
 narratives which other Roman authors produced while mi-
 xing genres deserves strong emphasis in the présent context.
 In Petronius' hands genre mixing becomes a deconstructive
 process. The creative use of the tension generated by the in-
 corporation of éléments from opposed genres found in earlier
 Roman literature is transformed into something entirely dif-
 férent. Generic mixing becomes thè focus of thè narrative as a
 whole; the construction of a cohérent narrative is sacrificed to
 a desire to exploit the effects created by stringing together a
 long séries of jarring juxtapositions of linguistic and thematic
 éléments from divergent genres in order to surprise and deli-
 ght a highly educated audience. A literary process is conver-
 ted into a game for the highly literate16.

 This peculiar approach to literary composition is apparent

 16. It should be noted that what makes Petronius* use of genre remarkable is
 not the range of genres on which he draws or the number of borrowings found
 in the Satyricon^ but thè fashion in which generic fragments are combined. The
 importance of intertextuality and allusion in Greco-Roman literature need not
 be reviewed hère. (See, for instance, Conte 1986, 32-39; Hinds 1998, 1-16 and
 Thomas 1996). Petronius participâtes in this tradition of intertextuality and allu-
 sion, but does so in an exceptional fashion.
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 at every narrative level. The overall plot design of the Satyri-
 con^ thè ordering and language of individuai éléments of the
 narrative, and the internai détails of each scene are ail con-
 structed in such a fashion as to privilège jarring generic juxta-
 position. These juxtapositions are visible not only in narrative
 structure, but also in narrative content. Petronius as author
 deploys genre in a peculiar fashion, a habit which also is ap-
 parent in the behavior of his characters17.
 For the purposes of discussion we will focus primarily on

 the sole remaining continuous section of thè work, thè Cena
 Trimalchionis and will begin with juxtaposition at the level of
 internai détail. The key to understanding this scene, and in-
 deed the Satyricon as a whole, is given in a speech by Trimal-
 chio about Corinthian bronze:

 «Solus sum qui vera Corinthea habeam». Expectabam, ut pro reliqua
 insolentia diceret sibi vasa Corintho afferi. Sed ille melius: «Et forsi-

 tan» inquit «quaeris, quare solus Corinthea vera possideam: quia
 scilicet aerarius, a quo emo, Corinthus vocatur. Quid est autem Co-
 rintheum, nisi quis Corinthum habet? Et ne me putetis nesapium
 esse, valde bene scio, unde primum Corinthea nata sint. Cum Ilium
 captum est, Hannibal, homo vafer et magnus stelio, omnes statuas
 aeneas et aureas et argenteas in unum rogum congessit et eas incen-
 dit; factae sunt in unum aera miscellanea. Ita ex hac massa fabri su-
 stulerunt et fecerunt cariila et paropsides et statuncula. Sic Corinthea
 nata sunt, ex omnibus in unum, nec hoc nec illud».

 (50.3-7)

 The process which ostensibly gave birth to Corinthian bronze
 is at work throughout the Cena scene in every way imagina-
 ble. Leaving aside for a moment the language of the text itself
 (which will be treated in détail below), the décoration of the
 house, Trimalchio's clothing, and the food served to the gue-
 sts are ali depicted as surprising combinations of disparate

 17. The fragmentary state of thè Satyricon makes it possible to comment on
 plot design only in thè most generai terms. Sullivan 1968 and Walsh 1970 exa-
 mine the various ways in which the overall structure of the Satyricon might be
 reconstructed. For a füll explanation of the manuscript tradition, see Mueller
 1965, 414-417 and Warmington 1969, xix-xxvii. In the analysis which follows
 narrative structure and narrative content are examined in order to explore Petro-
 nius* approach to genre. Both structure and content are taken as the direct re-
 sults of Petronius* authorial intent and thus not analytically differentiated.
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 éléments. When Encolpius asks the atriensis about the sub-
 jects of the wall paintings in the house, the reply is: «Iliada et
 Odyssian», inquit «ac Laenatis gladiatorium munus» (29.9-
 30.1). When Trimalchio appears at dinner he has a shaved
 head (characteristic of a slave or new freedman) and is wea-
 ring two gold rings (a mark of a knight) and a scarlet cloak
 and a napkin with a broad purple stripe (indicating sénatorial
 rank)18 (32.1-4).
 Odd mixtures are also apparent in the food served to the

 guests. Among the substantial number of examples which mi-
 ght be cited are thrushes made of pastry and a large dish con-
 taining a goose surrounded by fish and various kinds of game,
 all (including the goose) fashioned from pork (69.8-70.2). The
 effect of these culinary tricks is to leave the guests constantly
 surprised and confused. This is perhaps most apparent when a
 large boar is brought into the dining room.

 Necdum sciebamus quo mitteremus suspiciones nostras, cum extra
 triclinium clamor sublatus est ingens, et ecce canes Laconici etiam
 circa mensam discurrere coeperunt. Secutum est hos repositorium,
 in quo positus erat primae magni tudinis aper... Circa autem minores
 porcelli ex coptoplacentis facti, quasi uberibus imminerent, scrofam
 esse positam significabant. Et hi quidem apophoreti fuerunt. Cete-
 rum ad scindendum aprum non ille Carpus accessit, qui altilia lace-
 raverat, sed barbatus ingens, fasciis cruralibus alligatus et alicula su-
 bornatus polymita, strictoque venatorio cultro latus apri vehemen-
 ter percussit, ex cuius plaga turdi evolaverunt.

 (40.2-5)

 The most important type of juxtaposition in thè Cena occurs
 in the context of internai narration. On multiple occasions,
 Petronius depicts characters engaged in the process of generic
 mixing. At 53.13 Trimalchio discusses his purchase of a
 troupe of comédie actors: «Nam et comoedos», inquit, «eme-
 ram, sed maini illos Atellaniam facere et choraulen me um iussi
 Latine cantare»™. When a group of Homeristae begins their
 recitation, Trimalchio décides to read Latin aloud (59.2-3).

 18. Cf. 78.1-2 where Trimalchio displays his burial clothes which include a
 purple-edged toga.

 19. Atellan farces were traditionally performed in the Oscan dialect. On this
 point, see Duckworth 1994, 10-13.
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 The mixing of genres continues when a slave called Massa be-
 gins a recitation:

 Servus qui ad pedes Habbinnae sedebat, iussus, credo, a domino suo
 proclamavit subito canora voce: «Interea medium Aeneas iam classe
 tenebat»20.

 Nullus sonus umquam acidior percussit aures meas; nam praeter
 errantis barbariae aut adiectum aut deminutum clamorem miscebat

 Atellanicos versos, ut tunc primum me etiam Vergilius offende-
 rit.

 (68.4-6)

 As Connors points out, this slave's name is precisely thè same
 as thè term used to describe thè melted mass which produced
 Corinthian bronze, a terminological convergence which is
 unlikely to be coincidental (1998, 21).

 Petronius' fascination with generic juxtaposition is also evi-
 dent in thè ordering and language of individuai éléments of
 thè narrative. Perhaps thè most obvious example can be found
 during Encolpius' visit to thè picture gallery (83-90). Petro-
 nius' hero enters a gallery displaying pictures representing
 mythological scènes of rape. There he runs into Eumolpus
 who subsequently (85-87) recounts a Milesian tale about his
 adventures in Pergamum. In thè tale Eumolpus deceives his
 host and corrupts his teenage son with thè help of a séries of
 présents (thè most lavish of which happens to be a horse). He
 then launches into a verbose discourse about décadence in

 painting. Finally, thè poet extemporizes some verses on thè
 fall of Troy as seen from thè Trojan side, including thè woo-
 den horse, thè testimonial of Sinon, thè death of Laocoon, and
 thè slaughter of thè Trojans in their sleep. Both thè story itself
 and thè language with which it is told (Eumolpus uses an ar-
 cane and outdated diction) are directly reminiscent of Ver-
 gii21.

 In this short séquence we find in rapid succession epic
 ekphrasisy Milesian tale, satire, and epyllion. The movement
 from one generic fragment to thè next is marked by radicai
 shifts in language and tone. Lofty genres are juxtaposed with

 20. This is thè opening line of Aeneid V.
 21. On this point, see Sullivan 1968, 186-89.
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 low, elite with vulgär, sublime with base. Narrative time
 swings wildly as we move from mythological taies to présent
 décadence to epic past. The imagery used in thè Milesian tale
 of déception and sexual conquest re-appears in a very diffé-
 rent context in thè epic story of thè fall of Troy22.
 This same approach to composition is utilized in thè Cena

 Trimalchionis. While it may appear at first glance that this is a
 typical symposium scene familiär from thè Socratic dialogues,
 a closer examination makes it clear that Petronius pursues his
 usuai approach to composition hère by stringing together a
 séries of disjointed épisodes23. A typical example can be found
 in sections 39-40 where a long astrological excursus by Tri-
 malchio is immediately followed by thè entrance of a party of
 slaves in hunting attire, accompanied by Spartan hounds and
 carrying a roasted boar. When one of thè hunters stabs thè
 boar in thè side, birds fly out of thè wound and flutter around
 thè room. The séquence of events is in fact so startling that
 even thè narrator Encolpius remains off-balance throughout
 thè entire scene.

 The reader, too, might be forgiven for feeling disoriented.
 Fragments of a bewildering array of genres are evident in thè
 Cena. This scene is too long and complex to permit a füll ana-
 lysis hère, but thè range of generic fragments which appear in
 this part of thè Satyricon include thè following: imitation of
 satire (sections 34-36)24, astrological treatise (section 39)25, So-
 cratic dialogue (section 48)26, urban mime (sections 55 and 74),
 oratory (section 56) and symposium (section 65)27.

 22. On thè creative re-use of language within this scene, see Seiden 1994.

 23. The foundations of sympotic literature lay in thè work of Piato and Xeno-
 phon; authors such as Maecenas and Athenaeus continued to work in this genre
 through thè second Century AD.

 24. The gustano scene in thè Cena bears a striking resemblance to Horace II.8
 which describes thè dinner given by thè nouveau riche Nasidienus for Maecenas.
 Both pièces include elaborate description of thè food served and an extensive
 and intentionally comic excursus by thè host about thè quality of thè wine.

 25. The guests (40.1) specifically compare this excursus to thè work of Hippar-
 chus and Aratus.

 26. The exchange between Trimalchio and Agamemnon parodies thè que-
 stion/answer structure of a Socratic dialogue.

 27. The entrance of Habbinas is clearly meant to recali thè entry of Alcibiades
 in thè Symposium.
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 The generic juxtaposition which takes place within thè
 Cena is also played out at thè level of language in three diffé-
 rent ways. First and most obviously, thè elevated speech pat-
 terns and elaborate phrasing employed by thè narrator Encol-
 pius and his comrade thè rhetorician Agamemnon stand in
 sharp contrast to thè highly colloquiai Latin used by thè
 freedmen. Trimalchio and his fellow ex-slaves, for example,
 blur gender distinctions, overuse thè accusative case, and con-
 struct indirect questions with indicative verbs28.
 Second and more subtly, Petronius constructs a vocabulary

 and grammar for the freedmen which hâve no parallel in
 extant Latin literature and which reflect his fascination with

 mixing discordant éléments. While Roman comedy had inclu-
 ded colloquiai Latin prior to Petronius' time, the freedmen in
 thè Cena are given speech patterns which include a number of
 noteworthy features. They employ Greek phrasing (propin,
 laecasin\ newly coined diminutives (amasiunculus, audacu-
 lus\ peculiar word formations (gaudimonium, tristimonium),
 and Greek-Latin hybrids {tangomenas). While there is, no
 doubt, an élément of verisimilitude in this language, Petronius
 signais the reader that this linguistic expérimentation is con-
 scious and consistent with the underlying structure of the
 work as a whole. In section 36 Trimalchio slowly repeats over
 and over «carpe, carpe» to a slave with a carving knife. When
 Encolpius expresses confusion about what Trimalchio is sa-
 ying, a nearby guest explains: «Vides illum» inquit «qui obso-
 nium carpii: Carpus vocatur. Itaque quotiescunque dich 'Car-
 pe', eodem verbo et vocat et imperai» (7-8).
 Trimalchio himself is in fact the best example of the third

 fashion in which generic juxtaposition is played out at the le-
 vel of language in thè Cena scene. As pointed out above, his
 dress and demeanor are simultaneously that of freedman, kni-
 ght and Senator. While Homeristae recite verses in Greek, he
 reads Latin aloud (59). He composes an epigram, quotes what
 passes for Publilius at length, then argues that sheep and oxen
 are the hardest working animais. He produces a long astrono-
 mical excursus in the style of Hipparchus and Aratus which
 focuses on the fortunes of runaway slaves, poisoners and as-

 28. For close studies of the language of the freedmen in the Satyricon, see Bodel
 1984 and Boyce 1991.
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 sassins. He puts Niobe in the Trojan horse (52) and has Aga-
 memnon abduct Helen (59). He sings musical comedy (36),
 quotes Vergil (39) and discourses on his bowels (47). He
 oscillâtes wildly between the high and thè low, creating a uni-
 que mixture which reflects Petronius' narrative strategy.
 Generic juxtaposition is also evident in the overall design of

 the work. Petronius could not entirely dispense with struc-
 ture; he needed a frame within which Encolpius' adventures
 could take place. The frame which Petronius chose to employ
 was derived from epic journey narrative, particularly the
 Odyssey. The fact that the narrative space within which En-
 colpius' adventures are recounted is drawn from epic journey
 narrative does not mean that thè Satyricon can or should be
 read as a simple re-writing, parodie or otherwise, of the
 Odyssey and the Aeneid. Petronius used these and similar
 works to create the bare outline of a plot, not as the blueprint
 for the Satyricon as a whole29.
 The choiee of epic journey narrative is of a piece with Pe-

 tronius' overall compositional strategy because the actions of
 thè protagonist are far from being properly heroie. While the
 loss of earlier sections of the Satyricon leaves considérable
 doubt about thè precise nature of some of Encolpius' deeds, it
 seems that these included fleeing justice and escaping the
 arena. Petronius takes the most vénérable of genres and places
 an absolutely base character within it30.

 29. Connors (20-49) does an excellent job of elucidating this particular facet of
 Petronius' work.

 30. One of the readers of an earlier version of this article noted that, «it is as if
 Thersites took over the Iliad». Not even the title of the work is unambiguous.
 The title seems to be formed from a Greek genitive plural which could have re-
 ferred to both satire and saturika. The satire referred to here is the Roman lite-

 rary style, a farrago of mixed thèmes and styles. Hence Juvenal 1.85-86:

 Quidquid agunt homines, votum, timor, ira, voluptas,
 gaudia, discursus nostri est farrago libelli.

 The name can also allude to saturika, i.e., a work about satyrs and thus dealing
 with lewd and libidinous thèmes (Priapus' wrath may have something to do with
 this connection). T.K. Hubbard (1986) and Gareth Schmeling (1991) have recen-
 tly argued that, upon close analysis, the Satyricon contains a subtle structure
 which invites the reader to anticipate a particular outcome which never in fact
 materializes because «there are always unexpected accidents which Interrupt».
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 5. Situating the Satyricon within thè Greco-Roman tradi-
 tion

 While a wide range of suggestions hâve been advanced as to
 how best to situate Petronius' work within thè Greco-Roman

 literary tradition, by far thè most common approaches have
 been to read thè Satyricon as either Menippean satire or as a
 novel31. The identification of thè Satyricon as Menippean sa-
 tire is not currently as prominent as it has been in thè past.
 For a very considérable period of time thè prosimetric form
 of Petronius' work was considered to be sufficiently distin-
 ctive as to identify it definitively as Menippean satire. The di-
 scovery of papyrus fragments of prosimetric Greek novels,
 thè so-called Iolaus and Tinouphis fragments, prompted a

 The result is that «thè text défies thè expectations engendered by its overall
 structure» (Hubbard, pp. 202 and 203). The important issue in thè présent con-
 text is whether or not thè existence of such a structure would preclude an ana-
 lysis of thè Satyricon which characterizes Petronius' work as episodic. We would
 argue that, however one feels about thè validity of thè position taken by Hub-
 bard and Schmeling, thè structure which they describe is too subtle to play a
 profound role in shaping thè plot of thè Satyricon. Were it more overt, and thus
 more important in shaping thè narrative, it would be more readily apparent. One
 might in fact make thè opposite argument, that thè highly fragmented nature of
 Petronius' narrative made some sort of understated structure helpful if not
 necessary.

 31. The Satyricon has also been seen as a séries of loosely connected satiric sce-
 nes (Adamietz 1987 and Ciaffi 1967) or as a mime (Collingnon 1892, 275-281; Pa-
 nayotakis 1995; Preston 1915; Rosenbliith 1909, 36-55; Schmeling 1992; Slater
 1990, 44, 104-105; Sullivan 1968, 219-225; Walsh 1970, 24-27). The prominent role
 which Petronius gives to éléments of other genres makes both of these views
 problematic. Both satire and mime are important constitutive parts of thè work,
 but neither can be taken as thè dominant form of expression. The Satyricon has
 also been viewed as thè fusion of two genres, such as picaresque novel and Me-
 nippean satire (Relihan 1993, 91-99). The discussion in the main text addresses
 the most common generic assignments of the Satyricon explicitly and the rest
 implicitly.

 A certain amount of scholarship has seen the Satyricon as a hybrid of Menip-
 pean satire and Greek novel (Corbett 1970, 31; Courtney 1962; Walsh 1970, 17-
 30). The stated objections to understanding Petronius' work as either Menippean
 satire or novel apply equally to this interpretive line. For a concise summary of
 the history of interprétation of the Satyricon, see Schmeling 1994.

 Even Zeitlin ultimately read Petronius' work as a novel, albeit of the picare-
 sque variety. («But if we grant that the Satyricon, despite, its mixture of classical
 genres, nevertheless belongs to a species of narrative fiction, and is entitled to be
 called a novel, then we can judge Petronius according to the norms of fiction»
 1971, 643).
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 fundamental reconsideration of this identification32. In addi-

 tion, thè idea that Menippean satire itself is a distinct genre
 has been seriously questioned. J.C. Relihan has recently at-
 tempted to redefine Menippean satire and to piace thè Satyri-
 con within this literary category. Regardless of one's opinion
 as to thè outcome of thè debate about thè status of Menippean
 satire as a genre, there are problems with reading Petronius'
 work in this light33.
 The most cogent statement of the relevant objections can be

 found in Conte's Hidden Author. Conte argues that prosime-
 tric composition cannot be read as a distinctive generic mar-
 ker and points to what he sees as very strong différences bet-
 ween the Satyricon and Menippean satire in regard to expres-
 sion of authorial intent, treatment of earlier literature, and
 narrative verisimilitude. He concludes that, «...Petronius'
 expressive technique, as well the inspiration and program of
 his text, are essentially outside the Menippean tradition, if not
 downright opposed to it» (1996, 158). Even Relihan concludes
 that the Satyricon cannot be read as «pure» Menippean satire,
 but must be taken as «a picaresque novel on which the Me-
 nippean genre has been imposed» (1993, 95).
 Conte adopts what is currently a much more common

 stance by viewing the Satyricon as a novel. The identification
 of the Satyricon as a novel is a complex question to address
 because of the co-existence of widely variant notions of the
 defining characteristics of the novel. In part this is because
 some scholars are interested in the novel as it existed in anti-

 quity while others are interested in the novel as it developed
 in Europe after the 16th Century AD, perhaps inspired by
 translations of the Greek novels. Even among those scholars
 whose focus is squarely on the ancient novel, the question of
 whether or not the ancient novel was a distinct genre and, if it
 can be seen as a distinct genre, the question of what its defi-

 32. For the Satyricon as Menippean satire, see Astbury 1977; Courtney 1962;
 Dronke 1994, 9-12; Frye 1957, 309; Kirk 1980, 11-13; Relihan 1993, 91-99;
 Schmeling 1996; Sullivan 1968, 89-91. On the Ioalus and Tinouphis fragments,
 see Stephens-Winkler 1995, 358-374. The authors of this article are given to un-
 derstand that Courtney recants his identification of the Satyricon as Menippean
 satire in his forthcoming A Companion to Petronius (Oxford 2002).

 33. In his review of Relihan's work, Nimis (1994b) questions the possibility of
 viewing Menippean satire as a cohesive genre.
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 ning characteristics might be, are thè subject of energetic di-
 scussion. This discussion shows no obvious signs of emerging
 consensus. Différent scholars, coming to thè subject from a
 variety of viewpoints, employ différent définitions of thè no-
 vel, and Petronius' work is, as a result, placed under this hea-
 ding for différent reasons.
 There are in generai terms four schools of thought on this

 subject: (1) thè novel never was a genre in antiquity and thè
 label is therefore convenient rather than descriptive, (2) thè
 ancient novel was a loosely defined yet stili recognizable ge-
 nre to which thè Satyricon belongs, (3) thè Greek and Roman
 novel were significantly différent, and thè Satyricon is an
 example of thè latter, (4) thè Satyricon was a unique experi-
 ment which in many ways anticipated thè modern novel34.
 Each of these schools of thought will be addressed in turn. As
 we shall see, thè view of genre articulated above indicates that
 none of these four positions is entirely satisfactory. It should
 be noted that in each of these four cases a définition of thè no-

 vel will be presented, drawn from thè relevant scholarship,
 without being endorsed or rejected. The purpose of thè pré-
 sent discussion is to consider thè extent to which thè Satyri-
 con corresponds to any of these various définitions of thè no-
 vel, not to discuss thè validity of various perspectives on thè
 ancient novel in a more generai sense35.

 34. The problem is further complicateci by thè absence of a word in thè ancient
 world for novel, except possibly plasma for fiction. This absence has been thè
 source of considérable comment (see, for example, Reardon 1991, 3-14 and pas-
 sim), but in and of itself is not decisive.
 On current views of thè ancient novel, see Hägg 1983, pp. 1-4; Hofmann 1999;

 Müller 1981, pp. 387-392; Nimis 1994a; Schmeling 1999; Seiden 1994.
 For the novel as label rather than genre, see Hägg 1983, 1-4; Hofmann 1999;

 Müller 1981, 387-392 and Nimis 1994a. For the novel as distinct genre, see Conte
 1996, 140-170; Holzberg 2001, 83-98 and passim; Stephens-Winkler 1995, 3-19;
 Zeitlin 1971. Perhaps the best définition of the novel as genre is given in Hägg
 1983, 1-4. The literature on the Satyricon as Roman novel overlaps with that on
 the Satyricon as forerunner of the modem novel. The key scholar hère is of
 course Bakhtin (see in particular 1981, 84-258). Branham (1999) has recently re-
 visited and expanded upon this part of Bakhtin's work. The notion that Petro-
 nius anticipated the modem realistic novel can be found in a number of works
 focusing on the modem novel. See for example Allen 1955, 4.

 35. As pointed out above, the nature of the ancient novel is an open, quite com-
 plex, question that cannot be discussed hère. The identification of what works
 are and are not ancient novels dépends, of course, on the définition one chooses
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 For those who view the term ancient novel as nothing more
 than a convenient label used by modern scholars, the Greco-
 Roman literary works which have been given this title cannot
 properly be assigned to a single literary category because each
 is a unique produci drawing inspiration from a number of dif-
 férent pre-existing genres. From this perspective the Satyricon
 can be properly labeled an ancient novel because the term ne-
 cessarily can mean nothing more than extended prose fiction
 using narrative stratégies, language, and plot éléments drawn
 from multiple genres.
 Insofar as this approach separates Petronius' work from the

 traditional Greco-Roman System of genres and highlights the
 multi-faceted nature of his writing, it represents a not inaccu-
 rate but necessarily incomplete reading of the Satyricon. This
 is because it takes the hybridization of literary catégories as a
 common feature of ail extended prose fiction in antiquity.
 From this perspective the generic expérimentation which is so
 evident in Petronius' work is in no way unique and hence not
 a defining characteristic of the work. The preceding discus-
 sion has made it clear that such an approach considerably un-
 derestimates the level of sophistication with which genre is
 deployed and manipulated in the Satyricon and tends to misi-
 dentify thè immediate literary background of the work.
 The view that the ancient novel did indeed exist as a loosely

 defined yet still recognizable genre and that the Satyricon can
 be comfortably assigned to this genre is open to the same ob-
 jection. Those scholars who accept the functional existence of
 the novel as genre in antiquity have generally seen it as inten-
 ded for the same sort of audience as the modern novel, an au-
 dience including some serious readers and some using it for
 light reading. Viewed from this perspective, the ancient novel
 is characterized by extended, continuous narrative focusing
 on the expériences of private individuals, relying primarily on
 prose, borrowing vocabulary freely from colloquiai speech,
 and making use of spécifie plot éléments such as thè separa-

 to adopt. The modem novel is typically viewed as being différent from its an-
 cient counterpart in regard to the importance of internai mental processes, of
 extended character development and of polyphonie realism. (On this subject, see
 Bakhtin 1981, 84-422 and Richetti 1996, 1-8). Insofar as the modem novel also
 éludes precise définition, clear Statements of différences are not easily agreed
 upon.
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 tion and ultimate re-union of lovers. With respect to thè Sa-
 tyricon^ this school of thought is perhaps best représentée! by
 Conte, whose statement of thè issues in his récent book on
 Petronius is admirably clear on this point:

 Despite thè damage that excerptio has imposed on thè tissue of thè
 Petronian narrative... [thè] «primary narrativity» seems to me to be
 undeniable, and is even thè most obvious feature of thè Satyricon.
 The objective structure of thè work requires that it be conceived as a
 novel [...] it is easy, once we look for a real structural constant in thè
 Satyricon^ to recognize a continuous action construeted of narrative
 éléments from thè novel (shipwreck, erotic adventures, intrigues and
 disguise) which must have been represented in thè Trivialliterature
 of thè Greek novel.

 (1996, 160-62)

 Although attractive, this interpretive approach contains sub-
 stantive problems. Conte points to two key factors in his
 identification of thè Satyricon as a novel: thè présence of nar-
 rative éléments from thè novel and what he secs as a strong
 élément of continuous narrative, hence his emphasis on thè
 work's «primary narrativity». In regard to thè former, it is
 helpful to recali Conte's own admonitions about thè impor-
 tance of viewing genre not as a simple checklist but as a set of
 structured relationships. The présence of a handful of generic
 éléments associated with the ancient novel cannot be taken as

 decisive, and the présence of a far larger number of generic
 éléments which are specifically not associated with the novel
 but with other, more distinct genres such as satire, elegy,
 mime, idyll, Atellan farce, and Milesian taie can only be seen
 as highly problematic. The necessary set of structured rela-
 tions, what might be called a typically novelistic constellation,
 appears to be lacking.

 Another objection has to do with the genesis of the ancient
 novel which (if it can properly be considered a genre at ail) is
 a composite which draws on other, older literary forms.
 Hence the présence of any particular feature (reliance on
 prose for example) in the Satyricon may be derived from other
 examples of extended prose or prosimeteric fiction. It may
 also be derived from the genres of history or biography, both
 of which had made use of prose for extended narration prior
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 to the existence of the novel, and both of which played a part
 in the formation of extended prose fiction36.
 This leaves the issue of «primary narrativi ty». While the hi-

 ghly fragmentary state of the extant text complicates matters,
 it is far from clear that the Satyricon would présent anything
 like a connected narrative even had it survived complete. As
 Froma Zeitlin observes in her work on Petronius:

 Episode follows upon épisode without true causal connection [...]
 characters appear and disappear in the Satyricon ...with no lasting ef-
 fects [...] Not only is the plot disjointed and episodic; it is frequen-
 tly punctuated by digressions of varying sorts which... contributes
 to a jagged reading rhythm and which makes the action still more
 episodic.

 (1971, 653-654)

 Rather than connected narration, there is, as Zeitlin points
 out, a distinct absence of a cohérent plot or character deve-
 lopment. Encolpius' wanderings appear to be nothing more
 than random travels from one place to another without any
 certain purpose. This is clear at thè beginning of thè Croton
 scènes when the trio of Encolpius, Giton and Eumolpus, ha-
 ving been shipwrecked, wander through the countryside.
 They catch sight of a city in the distance, and upon asking a
 local resident for its name, they are informed that it is Croton
 and is infested with legacy hunters. Thereupon the trio déci-
 des to take up this sport and much of the succeeding text is
 occupied with this activity.

 The episodic nature of the plot is also evident from the rela-
 tively few preserved scene transitions, where Petronius shows
 a fondness for interruptions which bring scènes to abrupt en-
 dings37. Encolpius' conversation with Agamemnon about rhe-
 torical style cornes to a sudden end with thè appearance of a
 throng of students who create a diversion which Encolpius
 uses to slip away. The Cena scene ends when a group of fire-

 36. For the connections between Hellenistic historiography and extended
 prose fiction, see Hofmann 1999, 3-4.

 37. Sullivan (1968, 81-86) argues that the Satyricon was initially presented
 through recitation to members of Nero's court over an extended period of time,
 probably in serial fashion, with one épisode read aloud at each sitting. This
 would in part account for its episodic nature.
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 men mistake Trimalchio's entertainment for a fire alarm and
 break down thè doors of thè house.

 Even within individuai scènes, characters are introduced
 and events take place on a seemingly haphazard basis. In thè
 middle of thè orgy organized by Quartilla, two Syrian bur-
 glars appear and hastily feign sleep to blend in with thè as-
 sembled Company after inadvertently waking thè dozing par-
 ticipants. They are never mentioned again (in thè extant text).
 After thè Cena, Encolpius, Giton and Ascyltus find themsel-
 ves locked out of thè inn in which they are staying. Someone
 appears and breaks down thè door for them. This character
 too disappears without a trace. As Encolpius stands alone in
 an art gallery, Eumolpus simply appears, introduces himself
 and immediately takes on a major rôle in thè plot. He gives a
 poetic recitation which is several hundred Unes long. This di-
 gression in no way advances thè plot, and thè narratori com-
 ment at its end is: Cum haec Eumolpus ingenti volubitate ver-
 borum effudisset, tandem Crotona intravimus (124.2).

 Petronius is by no means unique in his fondness for episo-
 dic narration. The roots of this approach lay in thè work of
 Alexandrians such as Callimachus who intentionally moved
 away from extended narration and focused instead on short
 form poetry. The Alexandrian approach to composition
 found many adhérents among thè Roman writers of thè late
 Republic, as is perhaps most clear in thè works of thè neote-
 rics. Even in cases where longer forms with cohérent narrative
 structures were employed, Alexandrian authors and their Ro-
 man devotees such as Vergil and Livy tended to construct that
 narrative out of individuai scènes, each of which was a fully
 formed épisode. By thè time of thè early Empire some Roman
 authors had taken this tendency further; thè result was thè ap-
 pearance of texts that consisted of individuai, loosely joined
 éléments. One need only point to works such as Seneca's Epi-
 stulae Morales and Apocolocyntosis and Ovid's Métamorphoses
 to make this facet of thè Roman literary tradition clear38.

 If thè episodic quality of thè Satyricon is accepted, thè iden-
 tification of Petronius' work as a novel (defined as a loosely
 structured yet stili recognizable genre) becomes very tenuous

 38. For this facet of Ovid's work, see Knox 1986 and Hinds 1987. The episodic
 nature of Seneca's work is discussed in more détail below.
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 indeed. When due notice is taken of the radically différent fa-
 shions in which genre is deployed in other. examples of exten-
 ded prose fiction and in Petronius' work, it is difficult to
 avoid the conclusion that identifying the Satyricon as an
 example of the ancient novel is at best incomplete and poten-
 tially misleading.
 This brings us to the school of thought which separates the

 Greek from the Roman novel and places the Satyricon under
 the latter rubric. This approach was articulated by Bakhtin
 and has recently been amplified by R. Bracht Branham. Ba-
 khtin analyzed the évolution of narrative technique based on
 two criteria: homogeneity of language and chronotope. Bra-
 nham has recently revisited Bakhtin's treatment of this subject
 and argued that the Roman novel stands apart from other
 Greco-Roman literary genres, including the Greek novel, be-
 cause it is characterized by first person narration, linguistic
 variegation, and a focus on contemporary reality39.
 In considering this position it is important to note at the

 outset two features of Bakhtin's comments. First, Bakhtin ci-
 tes only two examples of this chronotope, the Satyricon and
 Apuleius' Métamorphoses and discusses only the Métamor-
 phoses in any détail. Second, he assigns this chronotope the
 rather awkward name of «the adventure novel of everyday
 life» because of «the mix of adventure-time with everyday
 time» (1981, 111). Bakhtin argues that the chronotope of the
 Métamorphoses is defined by a temporal séquence in which
 time is an integrated and irreversible whole that inevitably
 brings transformation as well as by the hero's involvement in
 extraordinary events that place him on the fringes of everyday
 life.

 While this chronotope admirably describes the Métamor-
 phoses, it fits the Satyricon imperfectly at best. The most ob-
 vious problem (which Bakhtin recognizes but does not ad-
 dress in the single paragraph he devotes to Petronius in this
 section of his work) is that thè treatment of time in the Satyri-
 con and the Métamorphoses is very différent. There is indeed a
 mixture of adventure time with everyday time in the Satyri-

 39. The Greek novels, in Branham's opinion, are «an ambiguous compromise
 between the canonical values of oral epic and those of the novel» (1999,
 207).
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 con, but, we would argue, thè reason for this mixture should
 not be sought in thè line of narrative évolution which intere-
 sted Bakhtin, i.e., that leading to thè modern novel.
 Rather, thè genesis of thè peculiar fashion in which Petro-

 nius intermingles two very différent notions of temporality
 has to do with thè peculiar relationship between art and life in
 thè Satyricon and between thè Satyricon and thè Greco-Ro-
 man literary tradition which Petronius inherited.
 A paradigmatic example of thè relationship between art and

 life can be found in thè guard dog in Trimalchio's house. In
 section 29 Encolpius is terrified by a painting of a guard dog
 in thè atrium. In section 72, when Encolpius and his compa-
 nions return to thè atrium in an attempi to départ, Ascyltus is
 terrified by thè barking of a real guard dog. The same dyna-
 mic is at work throughout thè Satyricon at multiple levels and
 results, among other things, in thè odd intermingling of eve-
 ryday and adventure time upon which Bakhtin remarked.
 While thè characters and events are clearly thè products of
 Petronius' vivid imagination, it is very difficult indeed to
 unravel in many instances whether Petronius' fictions fai-
 thfully reflect or consciously distort thè realities of Roman
 life in early Empire. What are we to make of this ambi-
 guity?

 One possibility is that this ambiguity is thè produci of an
 expérimental, incomplete move away from thè stylized forms
 of expression dictated by genre and toward thè polyphonie
 realism associated with thè modern novel. This seems to be

 thè viewpoint which is implicit in Bakhtin's work. It is expli-
 cit, for instance, in Auerbach's Mimesis:

 ...[thè Satyricon] is closer to our modern conception of a realistic
 présentation than anything else that has come down to us from anti-
 quity [...] Petronius' literary ambition, like that of thè realists of
 modern times, is to imitate a random, everyday, contemporary mi-
 lieu with its sociological background, and to have his characters
 speak their jargon without recourse to any form of stylization. Thus
 he reached thè ultimate limit of thè advance of realism in anti-

 quity.
 (1953, 30)

 But do Petronius' characters in fact speak without styliza-
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 tion? Should it be characterized as realistic in the sensé that
 term carries when used to describe the modem novel?40

 Many facets of Petronius' work are obviously not realistic.
 The catalogue of Trimalchio's land holdings, for example,
 contains blatant exaggerations, and no economie historian
 would be willing to take Petronius at face value in this re-
 spect41. But what are we to make of the biographical accounts
 given by thè freedmen in thè Cena scene and of the language
 in which those biographies are recounted? The preceding di-
 scussion of the use of genre in the Satyricon indicates that
 thèse facets of Petronius' work are very likely to contain at
 least some degree of stylization. Because generic juxtaposition
 is an important if not overriding priority for Petronius, much
 of the narrative found in the Satyricon must necessarily be
 stylized, and thus not realistic. Because generic juxtaposition
 is played out on multiple levels, it is likely that the biogra-
 phies and speech patterns of Trimalchio and his companions
 are at least to some extent shaped by demands which having
 nothing to do with the kind of realism found in the modem
 novel.

 One might in fact make the case that it is stylization rather
 than realism that is the defining quality of the Satyricon. In
 From the Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse Bakhtin argues
 that one of the more important éléments in constructing and
 maintaining a stable System of genres in the Greco-Roman
 world was the existence of what he calls «parodic-travestying
 literature». This literature made a spécifie, typically «high»,
 genre such as epic or tragedy a subject of fun and thus an ob-
 ject of représentation. By selecting spécifie aspects of a high
 genre for mockery, parodic-travestying literature highlighted
 and stabilized the defining qualities of spécifie genres. It also

 40. Realism as a descriptive term applied to the modem novel does not carry
 with it thè idea that ail stylization is absent since any literary représentation of
 reality must transform its object. The question is rather one of emphasis. Reali-
 stic narration, as Auerbach states, has as one of its goals the close imitation of a
 contemporary milieu, while the conventional narrative style associated with
 Greco-Roman literature has no such orientation.

 41. D'Arms, for example, makes considérable use of Petronius as a source for
 economie history, but notes that the Satyncon «sometimes faithfully reflects, so-
 metimes comically distorts, contemporary Roman institutions and social reali-
 ties» (1981, 99).
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 undermined thè parodied genre because comic mimicry, «rips
 thè word away from its object, disunifies thè two, shows that
 a given straightforward generic word - epic or tragic - is one-
 sided, bounded, incapable of exhausting thè object» (1981,
 55)·

 In many ways thè Satyricon serves this same function but
 for thè System of genres as a whole rather than for any indivi-
 duai genre. That is, Petronius makes thè Greco-Roman gene-
 ric tradition a subject of mockery and an object of représenta-
 tion. It simultaneously validâtes thè generic System by using it
 as a means of expression and destabilizes it by making its li-
 mitations clear. The world which Petronius portrays is self-
 reflexively literary and is populated by characters who live a
 life of performance and speak thè language of genre. That is
 not to say that thè Satyricon contains no éléments of realism.
 An inhérent part of thè process of parody in which Petronius
 engaged was to expose thè conventional character of literary
 représentation. In order to do so, literature could not exist
 alone, reality had to intrude. And intrude it does, in ways
 many and varied. We cannot, therefore, take thè world por-
 trayed in thè Satyricon as purely literary. But it would be even
 more problematic to read Petronius' work as simplistically
 realistic.

 The interpénétration of thè literary and thè real is thè
 source of thè temporal oddity observed by Bakhtin and Bra-
 nham. A necessary part of parodic-travestying literature's
 function was to collapse thè spatio-temporal distance between
 literary représentation and contemporary reality which was
 built into thè generic System. Petronius' narrative approach
 inevitably involved a substantial amount of juxtaposition of
 radically différent spatio-temporal conceptions. But those ju-
 xtapositions were part of making the generic System an object
 of représentation, not part of an expérimentation with noveli-
 stic realism. Bakhtin himself came quite close to making this
 argument when he wrote that, «out of this huge complex of
 parodically reflected words and voices thè ground was being
 prepared in ancient times for thè rise of thè novel, a genre for-
 med of many styles and many images. But the novel could not
 at that time gather unto itself and make use of ail the material
 that language images had made available. I hâve in mind hère
 the 'Greek romance', and Apuleius, and Petronius» (1981,
 60).
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 There is in point of fact a considérable élément of ambi-
 guity in regard to Bakhtin's characterization of the Métamor-
 phoses and the Satyricon. The preceding discussion of thè use
 of genre in the Satyricon offers valuable dues as to how to ré-
 solve this ambiguity. This is because the Satyricon and the
 Métamorphoses are quite différent in their narrative stratégies
 in generai and their approach to genre in particular.
 In her récent, insightful analysis of the Métamorphoses, El-

 len Finkelpearl sees an underlying, though not perfect, unity
 in the Métamorphoses. In this she follows Schlam (1968) and
 Tatum (1969 and 1971) who hâve both argued that the Méta-
 morphoses constitutes a unified narrative42. This stands in ob-
 vious contras t to the highly episodic and disjointed nature of
 the Satyricon. For the purposes of this argument, however,
 the most important différence between the Satyricon and the
 Metamorphorses has to do with thè nature and function of ge-
 nre mixing. Finkelpearl persuasively argues that Apuleius ab-
 sorbs a striking variety of éléments from différent genres and
 combines thèse éléments in a range of différent fashions, but
 that he does so in the service of producing a cohérent narra-
 tive voice. Hence she concludes that, «Apuleius' self-con-
 sciousness in making his characters explicitly or implicitly re-
 fer to the many genres that may be included in their speeches
 or in the narration about them underlies the novel's status as

 farrago. Yet this farrago [...] seems to strive, like its heroes, to-
 wards some cohérence» (1998, 148).

 The very différent narrative stratégies and orientations
 found in the Satyricon and the Métamorphoses place them in
 divergent positions in the terrain of Greco-Roman literature.
 The Métamorphoses stands squarely within thè line of deve-
 lopment leading toward polyphonie realism in the modem
 novel. As Branham points out, one might construct a very
 rough, highly discontinuous séquence of development from
 epic to the Greek novel to the Métamorphoses to the modem
 novel43. Branham would like to place the Satyricon alongside

 42. Finkelpearl explicitly works against thè background of Winkler's emphasis
 on the aporetic nature of Apuleius' narrative. On this point, see Finkelpearl
 1998, 33-34 and Winkler 1985.

 43. Scholes and Kellogg (1966, 57-81) envisage a very similar line of évolu-
 tion.
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 thè Métamorphoses in that séquence of development. We
 would differ from Branham by separating thè Satyricon from
 thè Métamorphoses. We view thè Satyricon as a work which
 contributed to thè development of polyphonie realism by ma-
 king thè System of genres as a whole an object of représenta-
 tion rather than by directly experimenting with polyphonie
 realism. This view finds support in thè work of P.G. Walsh
 who examined thè relationship between thè Satyricon and thè
 Métamorphoses in some détail (1978). Walsh concludes that
 thè points of correspondence between thè two are in fact
 quite limited and that thè Métamorphoses is much more clo-
 sely related to earlier Greek novels than thè Satyricon.
 The same conclusion émerges when we address thè same

 question from a différent perspective. If thè Métamorphoses
 and thè Satyricon are not similar works despite thè fact that
 they are regularly compared, to what if any text can thè Sa-
 tyricon be likened? The ans wer is instructive because there is a
 suitable comparandum, but it is not to be found among thè
 preserved examples of extended prose fiction from antiquity.
 Rather, it is to be found in thè Apocolocyntosis which purports
 to be an historical account of thè post-mortem journey of
 Claudius to Olympus undertaken in thè hopes of obtaining
 admittance among thè gods and of his subséquent éjection
 from Olympus and katabasis into thè underworld. Insofar as
 there is a narrative frame it is provided by epic in generai and
 thè underworld séquences found in thè Odyssey and thè Ae-
 neid in particular44.
 This seemingly simple plot, however, rapidly becomes

 extremely convoluted and highly episodic. Thus in section
 four Mercury and Clotho begin thè narrative of Claudius'
 death. A verse interlude follows and cornes to a close with a
 discourse by Phoebus. When Phoebus stops speaking, thè
 prose begins again with no more elaborate transition than thè
 words: Haec Apollo (4.33). The narrative of Claudius' death is
 then resumed, but without Mercury and Clotho. The empe-
 ror's demise is recounted in quite crude terms (4.37-42).

 44. On this subject, see Conte 1994b, 420-421 and Eden 1984. The overtly poli-
 ticai nature of thè Apocolocyntosis separates Seneca's work from that of Petro-
 nius in terms of meaning and interprétation, but thè similarities in thè composi-
 tional approaches underlying thèse texts remain.
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 These abrupt discontinuities are of course similar to those in
 the Satyricon.
 Perhaps most importantly, the text itself is constructed in a

 fashion similar to that of the Satyricon in that it uses both
 prose and verse and juxtaposes divergent genres for the amu-
 sement of the reader. The subject of this epic journey narra-
 tive is the decidedly unheroic Claudius whose mental and
 physical deformities and deficiencies are highlighted throu-
 ghout. The elevated tone and subject matter of the verse pas-
 sages are juxtaposed to brutally mundane prose. We go in the
 space of a dozen lines from:

 aut qualis surgit redeuntibus Hesperus astris,
 qualis cum primum tenebris Aurora solutis

 (4.26-27)

 to:

 Ultima vox eius haec inter homines audita est, cum maiorem soni-
 tum emisset illa parte, qua facilius loquebatur: «vae me, puto, conca-
 cavi me».

 (4.39-41)

 The stränge combinations which are so characteristic of Pe-
 tronius' work abound in the Apocolocyntosis. The very title of
 the work Apocolocyntosis Divi Claudii juxtaposes the ridicu-
 lous and the sublime. The opening lines of the narrative, Quid
 actum sit in caelo [...] volo memoriae trader e . Nihil nee offen-
 sae nee gratiae dabitur, evoke traditional, factual historical
 narrative while identifying the topic as a séries of events
 which take place in the heavens. Claudius dies while listening
 to a troupe of comedians (4.38). One of the members of the
 heavenly Senate is Diespiter described as: designatus consul,
 nummulariolus (9.19). An exchange of Homeric verses bet-
 ween Claudius and Hercules is interrupted by the interven-
 tion of Febris (6.1-3).

 Seneca's narrative, like that of Petronius, also contains a
 number of decidedly odd mixtures at the level of language. In
 the elevated verse passage given to Hercules in section 7 we
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 find thè decidedly unpoetic praerapido (14) and altrix (17)45.
 In thè prose which follows Hercules* speech we find two
 words in Greek (môrou plêgên, 7.19) and thè use of a présent
 participle as an attributive adjective (virum valent em, 7.19) in
 thè piace of thè more established validus, a characteristic fea-
 ture of sermo plebeius. The funeral dirge recorded in section
 12.15-45 is given in anapaestic dimeters, Seneca's favorite cho-
 ral meter in his tragédies, yet thè verse contains more unpoe-
 tic vocabulary, including causidici (42) and fritillo (45).
 The important similarities in regard to thè use of genre bet-

 ween thè Apocolocyntosis and thè Satyricon on one hand and
 thè important différences between thèse two works and thè
 Métamorphoses on thè other hand are thus clear. Both Petro-
 nius and Seneca took a feature of thè Roman literary tradition
 - thè mixing of divergent genres - and moved in a particularly
 radical direction; they exploited thè tensions created by min-
 gling contrasting genres, not as part of a creative process in-
 tended to produce a cohérent narrative, but as part of a lite-
 rary game designed to amuse and entertain a literate au-
 dience.

 The strong probability that Petronius and Seneca were
 members of Nero's court during the same period of time sug-
 gests that both the Satyricon and the Apocolocyntosis were
 products of a single, undoubtedly rather peculiar, context.
 The probability of a connection between thèse two authors is
 reinforced by thè near certainty that at least some portions of
 the Satyricon are meant to read as parodies of Seneca's tragé-
 dies (Walsh 1970, 47).
 This leaves us with but one school of thought pertaining to

 the Satyricon as novel, that which sees the Satyricon as a uni-
 que experiment which in many ways anticipated the modem
 novel. For reasons made clear in the preceding discussion,
 there are substantial problems inhérent in this position. Pe-
 tronius' work lays squarely in the Greco-Roman literary tra-
 dition. It also deploys genre in a fashion which undercuts the
 ostensible similarities between the narrative stratégies found
 in the Satyricon and those in the modem novel. The predeces-
 sors of the modem polyphonie, realistic novel should be sou-

 45. The latter oecurs in Pacuvius Trag. 404 Ribbeck: Calydonia altnx terra
 ex<s>uperantum virum.
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 ght elsewhere, in the Greek novel and the Métamorphoses, not
 in the Satyricon.

 6. Conclusion

 The strong similarities between the Satyricon and the Apoco-
 locyntosis, as well as the divergence between Petronius' work
 and the extant examples of extended prose fiction, firmly esta-
 blish the Satyricon within the Roman literary tradition. The
 roots of the Satyricon lie in the conscious expérimentation
 with generic boundaries found in earlier Roman authors. Pe-
 tronius broke new ground by making those juxtapositions the
 focus of his work. To characterize the Satyricon as a novel is
 to misconstrue the literary tradition to which it responds and
 to obscure some of is fundamental features. It is therefore not

 mere semantics to separate the Satyricon from the novel.
 Insofar as this essay is concerned primarily with reconfigu-

 ring the placement of the Satyricon within the Greco-Roman
 System of literary genres, the interpretive impliciations of this
 reconfiguration can be only briefly considered here. If indeed
 genre and meaning are deeply enmeshed in Greco-Roman li-
 terature, the understanding of thè use of genre in the Satyricon
 articulated here suggests that successful interprétations of the
 meaning of Petronius' work must be capable of comfortably
 accommodating its peculiar generic structure. One obvious
 issue is verisimilitude. The Satyricon has frequently been utili-
 zed as a source for social history and for colloquiai Latin in
 the time of Petronius. The assumption underlying thèse uses
 of the Satyricon is precisely the same as that underlying the
 ostensible connection between the Satyricon and the modem
 novel, i.e., that Petronius' work is, despite the présence of ob-
 vious comédie éléments, highly realistic46. As we hâve seen,
 there are indeed éléments of realism in the Satyricon, but they
 are intertwined with literary fantasy in such a fashion as to
 defy simple analysis. Petronius' characters, for instance, deli-

 46. The comédie éléments of the Satyricon do not inherently exclude the possi-
 bility of realism. Nor do they exclude the possibility that more serious messages,
 intentional or not, are contained within the work. This is, for example, the con-
 clusion in Arrowsmith 1966.
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 ght in performance and déception. Το what extent are we en-
 titled to conclude that thèse performances reflect the actual
 behavior, speech habits, and thought patterns of Petronius'
 contemporaries47? Can we separate faithful reflection from
 conscious distortion?

 Another interpretive area which présents intriguing que-
 stions is the relationship between text and context. The very
 fact that the nearest parallel to the Satyricon was written by
 Petronius' contemporary and fellow courtier Seneca is in and
 of itself highly suggestive48. It is also of interest to note that
 the mannered aesthetic which is so prominent in the Satyricon
 is also apparent in other forms of Neronian art. Fourth style
 wall painting, which seems to have emerged shortly before or
 during Nero's reign, is characterized by Roger Ling as «eclec-
 tic, taking éléments from what went before and putting them
 together in new and often unexpected ways» (1991, 71). Wil-
 liam MacDonald, in his treatment of Nero's Golden House,
 notes the présence of numerous mechanical devices designed,
 among other things, to shower guests with perfume and rotate
 dining room ceilings. He argues that, «the importance of thèse
 devices for the study of the architecture is that they show the

 47. The following are some examples of performance within the Satyncon.
 Quartilla stages a wedding between Giton and her maid Psyche (section 25). All
 of Trimalchio's slaves are constantly singing (section 31). Trimalchio himself sta-
 ges a range of culinary ruses, tells stories, imitâtes actors, composes his own
 verse, designs his own funerary monument, and stages his own funeral. Trimal-
 chio's cook does an imitation of a tragic actor (section 70). Habbinas' slave imi-
 tâtes a nightingale, recites Vergil, uses a clay lamp as a trumpet, and finally re-
 turns to imitations, this time of flautists and muledrivers (sections 68-69). Eu-
 molpus composes poetry on a sinking ship and seizes any opportunity to recite
 his poetry in public. Encolpius, and Giton are urged to plan their escape from
 Lichas' ship by thinking of it as the cave of the Cyclops (section 101). As they
 plan their arrivai in Croton, Eumolpus, Encolpius, and Giton make plans in
 terms of writing a drama, playing parts, and creating an illusion of reality (sec-
 tion 117). For the interaction of theatricality and daily life in the early Empire,
 see Bartsch 1994.

 48. There are also what appear to be striking similarities between Petronius as
 depicted by Tacitus (Annais XVI. 18- 19) and the Satyricon. Tacitus depicts an in-
 dividuai whose life is marked by a disjunction between appearance and reality
 and by a stränge mixture of the serious and the frivolous. Nero's interests in art
 may well hâve played an important rôle in inspiring and funding expérimentation
 during his reign. For Nero's artistic affectations, see Bartsch 1994, 1-62; Sueto-
 nius Nero X, XV.l, XX-XXI, XLI.2 and LII; and Tacitus Annais XV.33 and 42
 and XVI.4.
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 strength of thè desire to surprise and astonish. Like them, the
 architecture was designed to be unusual and remarkable»
 (1982, 42-43).

 Ling's and MacDonald's observations indicate that Petro-
 nius' use and manipulation of an inherited tradition was pa-
 ralleled in other media. How can the revised understanding of
 the use of genre in the Satyricon proposed here inform and be
 informed by the study of contemporary work in other media?
 How are we to understand the origins of what might be called
 the Neronian approach to artistic création? Why did the Ne-
 ronian epoch provoke such attention to form rather than con-
 tent? Why did this epoch generate a highly innovative form of
 the continuous Roman flirtation with the Greek tradition and
 their own artistic past? To what extent can the Satyricon and
 other contemporary artistic products be read as a comment
 on and reaction to the nature of Roman life under Nero?

 These questions must be deferred for the time being. For
 the présent it is sufficient to note that the Satyricon cannot be
 assigned to any defined Greco-Roman genre. There is in fact
 no extant terminology which satisfactorily describes Petro-
 nius' work, and we should not let our interprétations of this
 text be guided, either implicitly or explicitly, by classificatory
 labels. The Satyricon défies easy characterization precisely be-
 cause it is ex omnibus in unum, nec hoc nec illud.

 Dartmouth College
 Miami University of Ohio
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